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A finite, separable, normal extension 91/$;, with Galois group ®

= (Sx, S2, ■ ■ ■ , Sn) always possesses a basis of the form wsi, ws*, ■ ■ ■ , ws»,

w£9c, called a normal basis of 9c/r5- Then, w generates a normal basis of 9?/5.

or w is a normal basis element of 9J/r?- Many proofs of the existence of such a

basis are available^).

Now let A be any intermediate field, 9I3A2S. We raise the following

question: Does there exist a normal basis of 91/A which is extendable to a

normal basis of 9J/$5> or equivalently, is it possible for an element w to gener-

ate a normal basis in both extensions? It is shown in Chapter I that the

answer to this question is in the affirmative. Moreover, we show (Theorem

1.1) that one may choose w (when g is infinite) independently of the inter-

mediate field A, i.e., so that w generates a normal basis of 9c/r, for every inter-

mediate field T. We call elements having this latter property completely basic

elements of 9J/S-
Every completely basic element of 9J/5 is a normal basis element of this

extension. It is natural to inquire into the special character of normal basis

elements by asking whether each normal basis element is completely basic.

Although in general the answer to this question is negative (certain cyclo-

tomic extensions provide counterexamples), we are able to establish the ex-

istence of a significant class £ of those normal extensions, called completely

basic extensions, for which every normal basis element is completely basic.

For these extensions every normal basis element of 9t/8 is the extension of a

normal basis of 9J/A, for any intermediate field A. However, not every normal

basis of 9c/A is extendable to normal basis of 91/8 when A^rj (Theorem 1.7).

In Chapter I, a new characterization of the normal basis elements in

cyclic extensions is used, with practically no additional machinery, to estab-

lish the existence of various completely basic extensions, including the cyclic

Kummer extensions. The extension of this latter result to an arbitrary Rum-

mer extension &/% is the main ingredient of Chapter II. The proof that

$/$€:& does not use the fact that every cyclic Kummer extension 3/5 be-

longs to (5, even though it is known that $ is the direct product over vj of

Presented to the Society, April 14, 1956; received by the editors February 27, 1956.

(') For example: Artin [2; 3] proves it when g is infinite; Cassels and Wall [5] present a

proof when % is finite; During [6] and Stauffer [10] have proofs under the hypothesis that the

characteristic of g is not a prime dividing n. Nakayama [8] extends the results of Stauffer

to the general case.
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finitely many of the ,3's. What is lacking is a general theorem (a) which states:

If every factorization of a normal extension 31/%

(*) 31 = SRi X % X • • • X SRi over g

has the property that 9t,7gGS, i = l, • • • , t, then Sft/gGS. Hence, our proof

that $/g£S uses properties of Kummer extensions in an essential way. One

such property vital to our proof is the existence of a basis of elements of

$/2i such that every linear combination of the basis elements (with coeffi-

cients in g) is a normal basis element of $/f5 if and only if each coefficient

is nonzero.

The Kummer extensions are examples of Abelian extensions which belong

to S. One would like to obtain a determination (/}) of all Abelian extensions

Sl/g which are members of S. Sl/jJ has a factorization (*) where the factors

are cyclic extensions £./$ oi prime power degrees. Theorem 2.3 (the con-

verse of (a)) implies that in order that 2f/gGS, it is necessary that each of

the factors 3e/S£S- Thus, if (a) were available, the determination (j3) would

be reduced to that of (7) all cyclic extensions 3«/5 of prime power degree p'

which belong to S. In fact, it is entirely possible that the result (a) for Abelian

9l/g would be forthcoming, if (7) were achieved.

Accordingly, Chapter III is aimed at the classification of (7). This is

achieved (Theorem 3.2) in the case where % contains all roots of the poly-

nomial xp — l. The determination of (7) in the remaining case is an open

problem.

I. Completely basic elements and fields

0. Definitions. For any two fields K and F, K~)F will mean A"3F but

Kt^F. If A is any subfield of K containing F, then occasionally we shall say

that A is a subfield of K/F. The group of all automorphisms of K which leave

fixed each element of Fis denoted by ®(K/F), or simply by (3(F), when there

is no confusion concerning the containing field K. For each xEK, and

SE®(F), xs denotes the image of x under the automorphism S. The trace of

x in K/F is the sum 2~2xS, S ranging °ver ®(F). When K/F has degree n, and

®(F) = (Si, Si, ■ ■ ■ , Sn), then K/F is normal.

1. A characterization of normal bases in cyclic fields. If K/F is an arbi-

trary normal extension with Galois group ® = (SU S2, ■ • • , 5„), it is known

(see, for example, [4, p. 158, Proposition 13]) that

(1.1)    uEK generates a normal basis in K/F if and only if the matrix (usisi)

is nonsingular.

However, when K/F is cyclic, (1.1) may be used to obtain the following char-

acterization of normal bases which we believe is new.

Lemma 1.1. Let K/F be cyclic of degree n, and let S denote a generating auto-
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morphism of K/F. Then, u is a normal basis element in K/F if and only if the

roots of the polynomial

(1.2) u(x) = u + usx + • ■ ■ + u8n~lxn~1

do not include an n root of unity.

Proof. One easily observes that the matrix A = (us*+') is equivalent to the

matrix

u,     us , • ■ • , ws"-1'

on—1 on—2

(1.3) U-    '"'    '"•"        ,

MS(    US , • ■ • , u

so that A is nonsingular if and only if the polynomial

(i.4) «(r) = u + ust + . • • + i^-'i*-1

in the algebraic closure K of K is nonzero for every f £7C satisfying fn = l.

We mention in passing that the quantities u(£l), i = 0, 1, • • • , w — 1,

where f is a primitive w root of unity, are the Lagrange resolvents of the equa-

tion YIa-o (x—ms')=0. Thus, when the characteristic of K does not divide

n, the condition of Lemma 1.1 is that the n Lagrange resolvents «($"*) are

nonvanishing.

2. Reduction theorems for modular fields. Lemma 1.1 has several im-

mediate implications when F has prime characteristic p dividing n. In this

case, the fact that the algebraic closure of K contains fewer than w distinct

w roots of unity, enables us to obtain the reduction criterion for a normal basis

given by Lemma 1.3. The following lemma, however, is valid in an arbitrary

cyclic field.

Lemma 1.2. Let K/F be cyclic of degree m, and let N be the unique subfield

of K/F of degree n over F, where n is any integer dividing m. Then, v = Tk/n(u)

is a normal basis element of N/F if and only if the polynomial u(x) defined by

(1.2) for K/F has no root which is an n root of unity.

Proof. Let ®(F) = (S), u(x)=u+usx+ ■ ■ ■ +usm~1xm~\ and let f be an

w root of unity in some field containing K. Also let T = Sn. Then, «(f)

= z/+w'sf + • • • +»s'_1f*~ , where v= TK/N(u) =u+uT+ ■ ■ ■ +uT"~\ and

t = m/n. Since 5 induces a generating automorphism of N/F, w(f)=i/(f),

where v(x) is the polynomial (1.2) defined for vEN and the extension N/F.

An application of Lemma 1.1 then concludes the proof.

Since the wp" roots of unity coincide with the w roots of unity in a field of

characteristic p, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 may be employed to yield

Lemma 1.3. Let K/F be cyclic of degree m=npe, where F has prime char-
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acteristic p, and let N be the unique subfield of K/F of degree n over F. Then,

u is a normal basis element of K/F if and only if Tk/n(u) is a normal basis

element of N/F.

The normal basis elements of N/F when N=F are precisely the nonzero

elements of F. Thus, Lemma 1.3 gives an exact generalization of the striking

lemma below. Our proof, however, does not require the existence of a normal

basis for the extension as did Perlis' [9, Theorem l].

Lemma 1.4. If K is cyclic of degree n=pe over afield F having prime charac-

teristic p, then u is a normal basis element of K/F if and only if TK/F(u) 9^0(2).

3. Completely basic elements. If A is any subfield of the normal extension

K/F, then for any uEK, Tk/f(u) = Ta/f(TK/&(u))^0 implies TK/a(u)^0.

Thus, for the extensions of Lemma 1.4, when u is a normal basis element of

K/F, u is also a normal basis element of K/A. Accordingly we define a com-

pletely basic element of K/F to be a normal basis element of K/F which is

also a normal basis element of K/A, tor any intermediate field A. A modifica-

tion of Artin's proof of the existence of a normal basis in K/F yields the exist-

ence of completely basic elements of K/F, when F is infinite.

Theorem 1.1. Each normal extension of an infinite field possesses a com-

pletely basic element.

Proof. Let K = F(9) be a normal extension of an infinite field F, let ®(F)

= (Si, S2, • • • , Sri), where Si = I is the identity automorphism, and let/(x)

be the minimal polynomial of 6 over F. Also let

gi(x) = gi(x)B* = f(x) [(* - 9S<)f'(8S<) ]-i (i = 1, 2, • • • , »),

ga(x) = gi(x)s' = f(x) [(x - e^)f'(6^i) ]~i (i, j = 1, 2, • • • , «),

where/'(x) is the derivative of/(x). Then, following Artin [2, Theorem 28],

gi(6s') = Sa (Kronecker 5),

and E"-i gi(x) —!• Then, for every i and j,

(1.5) gi(x)gj(x) =■ Sijg,(x) (modulo/(x)).

Now let &(A) = (Si, S2, ■ ■ ■ , Si) denote the Galois group of K/A, where

A is any intermediate field, and let p(x) he the polynomial which is the de-

terminant of the matrix A(x) = (ga(x)) with elements in X[x]. Using the fact

that p2(x) =det (AA'), where A' denotes the transpose of A =A(x), one de-

termines (via congruences (1.5)) that p2(x) is congruent to the polynomial

h(x)= ELigiM modulo/(x).

(2) This result is extended in a following paper by the author [7] to the case where K is an

arbitrary normal extension of F of degree p", and F has characteristic p. Moreover, it is shown

there that these are the most general proper normal extensions for which every element with

nonzero trace is a normal basis element.
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Let Ei, R2, • • • , R, be a complete set of right coset representatives of

©(E) relative to ©(A). Then, the fact that

t K*)Ri = E *(*) = 1
<=1 i-l

implies that h(x) is not the zero polynomial. On the other hand, if p(x) were

the zero polynomial, h(x) would be divisible by/(x), which is impossible since

the degree of f(x) is equal to n, whereas h(x) has degree less than w. Thus,

p(x) has only finitely many roots in E.

The normal extension K/F has only finitely many intermediate fields

Ai, Aj, • • • , A,. For each Ak define pk(x) in the manner p(x) was defined for

A, and choose aEF such that pi(a)p2(a) • ■ ■ p,(a)^0. Let u=gx(a), and let

©(Ai) = (Sxk, S2k, • • • , Stk), t = t(k). Then, the determinant of the matrix

Ak(a) = (uSikS'k) is equal to +pk(a)^0, and hence u is a completely basic

element of K/F according to (1.1).

When a normal extension K/F possesses a completely basic element a

natural problem is the determination of all others, much in the manner the

most general normal basis element is known when an arbitrary normal basis

element is given in advance [10, Theorem 5]. Although we have not been

able to do this, we have

Theorem 1.2. If u is any completely basic element of K/F, then so is each

conjugate of u in K/F.

Proof. If A is any intermediate field, and if 5 is any automorphism of

K/F, one may show that us is a normal basis element of K/A if and only if u

is a normal basis element of K over As . If u is completely basic in K/F,

then u generates a normal basis in K/As~ , and hence us is a normal basis

element of K/A, i.e., us is a completely basic element of K/F.

Remark. If w is a normal basis element of K/A, then so is each conjugate

of w in K/A. However, when in addition w is a completely basic element of

K/F, the above theorem shows that each conjugate of w in K/F is a normal

basis element of K/A.

4. Composites and direct product fields. In this section certain results on

normal bases in fields which are direct products of subfields are established

for later use.

First, however, let K/F be normal, and let F' be any extension of E. It is

known that the composites(3) over F of K and F' are isomorphic over F, and

hence are essentially unique. We now summarize some facts about the com-

posite K' = KF' over F of K and F which we need(4):

(1.6)    K'/F' is normal.

(3) See [l, p. 161, Theorem 16] and the definitions, and [l, p. 180, Theorem 10].

(4) See [4, p. 149, Theorem 1 ] for proof of these facts.
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(1.7) The automorphisms of K'/F' induce distinct automorphisms of K/Q,

where Q = KC\F', so that the Galois group of K'/F' is isomorphic to that

of K/Q under the natural mapping.

(1.8) There is a 1-1 correspondence A<-»A' between the intermediate fields A of

K/Q and those A' of K'/F': A' =AF' =AXF' over Q; A = Kr\A'.
The next theorem reduces the construction of a normal basis of a normal

extension which is the direct product of subextensions to that of the subexten-

sions. More explicitly one has

Theorem 1.3. Let K/F be a normal extension which is the direct product

over F of t subfields Ki. Let w= JJ' = i u,, where each UiEKi. Then, u generates

a normal basis of K/F if and only if each Ui generates a normal basis of Ki/F.

Moreover, each normal basis element of Ki/F is the trace in K/Kt of a normal

basis element of K/F, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , t.

Proof. An obvious induction reduces the proof to the case t = 2. Let w,- be

a normal basis element of Ki/F, i = l, 2. The Galois group ®(K/F) is the

direct product of &(K/Ki) and ®(K/K2), and ®(K/Ki) coincides with

®(Kj/F), i^j, on elements of Kj. Since the set Sy of conjugates of u, in Kj/F,

j = 1, 2, forms a basis of Kj/F, the set S of elements of K consisting of all pos-

sible products {a/3}, aGSi, (36:§2, ls a basis of K/F. Moreover, S is a normal

basis generated by u=UiU2.

Conversely, suppose u = uxu2 generates a normal basis of K/F. Since

Vi = TK/Ki(u) = Ui-TK/Ki(uj) = Ui-TKjir(uj) (i t± j)

generates a normal basis(6) of Ki/F, one observes that Ui = aT1Vi generates a

normal basis of Ki/F, where a, = Tr/f(uj)EF, i^j.

For the last statement in Theorem 1.3, suppose m,- is a normal basis ele-

ment of Ki/F, * = 1, 2. Then,

Ui = Tk/k^cx^u) (at = TKj/f(uj), i 5* j),

where u = U\U2, and aZlu are clearly normal basis elements of K/F.

The proof of the above theorem has the following corollary which we shall

use later.

Theorem 1.4. Let K = KiXK2 over F be normal. If uEKi generates a normal

basis of Ki/F, then u also generates a normal basis of K/Kj, i j£j.

5. Completely basic fields. The extensions K/F of Lemma 1.4 have the

property that every normal basis element of the extension is a normal basis

element of K/A, where A is any intermediate field. We call normal extensions

possessing this latter property completely basic extensions. Thus, for these ex-

(6) A more general statement is that Trih («) generates a normal basis of A/F whenever u

generates a normal basis of K/F, where A is any intermediate field which is normal over F

[9, Lemma 4].
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tensions the set of completely basic elements coincides with the set of normal

basis elements.

In this section, we derive conditions which are sufficient to show the exist-

ence of completely basic extensions other than those of Lemma 1.4. We be-

gin with a lemma which contains a criterion for a normal basis element in a

cyclic extension K/F to generate a normal basis in K over certain subfields.

Theorem 1.5. Let K/F be cyclic of degree n = tr. Let P denote the root field

over F of the equation x' — 1 =0, constructed to lie in a common field with K,

and suppose KC\P = F. Let T be the unique subfield of K/F of degree r over F.

Then, every normal basis element of K/F generates a normal basis in K/A, for

every subfield A of K/T.

Proof. Suppose uEK is not a normal basis element of K/A. Let m be the

degree of K/A so that m divides /. By Lemma 1.1 the polynomial w(x) de-

fined by (1.2) has a root $EP obeying f" = l. Let K'=K(£), and A'=A(f).
Since the Galois group of K'/A' coincides with that of K/A on K, the equation

w(f) =0 is a nontrivial relation, with coefficients in E, among the conjugates

of u in K'/P. Thus, u is not a normal basis element of K'/P. By the Theorem

1.4, the element u cannot be a normal basis element of K/F. This completes

the proof.

Putting t = n, we get T=F, and the corollaries

Corollary. Let K/F be cyclic of degree w, and let P be as in Theorem 1.5

with t = n. Then, K/F is completely basic.

Corollary. If K/F is cyclic of degree n, and if F contains all of the roots of

the equation xn — 1 =0, then K/F is completely basic.

This corollary implies that every.cyclic Kummer extension(6) is com-

pletely basic (a fact contained in Theorem 2.2), and is one indication of the

extensiveness of the class of all completely basic extensions.

When n=pe, and E has characteristic p, one deduces anew the

Corollary. If K is cyclic of degree p' over afield F of characteristic p, then

K/F is completely basic(7).

The condition of the above corollaries which assures that the cyclic ex-

tension K/F of degree w is completely basic is that K contain no more of the

w roots of unity that E does. This is the condition KH\F(£) = F. The next

corollary is a further illustration of this principle.

Corollary. Let K/F be cyclic of degree n, and suppose the cyclotomic poly-

nomial $„(x) is irreducible over K. Then K/F is completely basic.

(•) A definition of Kummer extension may be found in Chapter II.

(7) This result has been extended by the author [7] to the case given in footnote 2. In this

case, the Galois group of K/F may be even non-Abelian, hence establishing the existence of

completely basic extensions which are non-Abelian.
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Proof. Let f be a primitive n root of unity and let K'=K(£), F' = F({).

Since K'/K, F'/KdF', and F'/F all have degree equal to cp(n), it follows

that Kf~\F' = F. The first corollary to Theorem 1.5 now asserts that K/F is

completely basic.

The next theorem is the result of an attempt to obtain an analog of

Lemma 1.4, under suitable hypotheses, in the case £e is cyclic of degree pe,

p a prime, over a field % of characteristic not p. We let $• denote a subfield

of 3./% of degree p* over %.

Theorem 1.6. Let $„(x) be irreducible in £>e, n=p', and suppose uE3e

does not lie(s) in 3e-i- Then, u generates a normal basis of 3e/% if and only if

T&j£tl(u) generates a normal basis of 3e-i/%-

Proof. The necessity is evident. Now suppose u does not generate a nor-

mal basis of ,3e/3 while Tsj3tl(u) generates a normal basis of 3e-i/%-

Then, by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, u(x) has a root which is a primitive p" root of

unity. Since 3>„(x) is irreducible in 3., $n(x) divides u(x). Then, necessarily

u = us = • • • =us"~ , where t = pe~1. Hence, u must lie in S.-i- This con-

tradiction completes the proof.

6. Extensions of normal bases. Let A be an}' intermediate field of the

normal extension St/%. The existence of a completely basic element in Sl/%

implies the existence of a normal basis of St/A which is extendable to a normal

basis of St/%. When St/% is completely basic, every normal basis of Si/% is

the extension of a normal basis of St/A. We now show that not every normal

basis of Si/A is extendable to a normal basis of Si/% when A properly contains

%■

Theorem 1.7. Let A be any intermediate field of the normal extension Si/%,

A ̂ %. If w is a normal basis element of Si/A, the element a~rw is also, but arxw

is not a normal basis element of Si/%, where a = T$/a(w).

Proof. The element ar^w is clearly a normal basis element of St/A, since

a^OGA. Now let Ri, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , q, be a complete set of right coset represen-

tatives of the Galois group of Si/% relative to the Galois group of St/A. If x

is any normal basis element of St/%, one may show quite in general that the

elements Vi=vRi,i= I, ■ ■ ■ ,q, are linearly independent in %, where v = Tg/a(x).

In the present case x=crxw, so that the quantities vRi=(aor1)Ri = l cannot

be linearly independent in %, when A^)g. Thus, a_1w is not a normal basis

element of St/%.

II. Kummer extensions

1. A characterization of Kummer extensions. It may be recalled that a

Kummer extension is an extension K which is the root field of a polynomial

of the form (xn — ai)(xn— a2) ■ ■ • (xn — ak), for a fixed n, with the a< in a field

(s) In other words, u is any generator of the extension 3>/3- See [l, p. 193, Lemma 1 ].
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F which contains a primitive w root of unity. However, it is more convenient

for our purposes to use the following equivalent definition(9):

Definition. A Kummer extension K/F is an Abelian extension such that

E contains a primitive r root of unity, where r is the least common multiple

of the orders of the automorphisms of K/F.

A Kummer extension K/F has a factorization K= Y\!i~i K* over E into a

direct product of cyclic subfields Ki of degrees p\' over E, where each pi is

prime. The structure theory for cyclic extensions of prime power degrees(10)

asserts the existence of £,-, fiiEK-i such that £f''=/3i£,-, ifiiENi, where Si is a

generating automorphism of E.-/E, and Ni is the unique subfield of Ki of

degree p\i_x over E. However, when E contains a primitive p\{ root of unity

Xi it is known (e.g. [9, p. 512]) that we may take £< such that

(2.1) Ki = F(ki),       if E F,       t = Ui, (i = 1, • • ■ , /).

Let £;= IX^j E,-, and ©,- denote the Galois group of K/Lit i=l, ■ ■ ■ , /•

Then, the Galois group © of K/F is the direct productIJLi ©t! ®» coincides

with the Galois group ©,- of E./E; and ®< is the identity on Kj, i^j. With

these preliminary considerations aside one may now prove

Lemma2.1. A normal extension K/F with Galois group © = (Ei,E2, • • ■ ,En)

is a Kummer extension if and only if K/F has a basis 0x, 02, ■ ■ ■ , 0n such that

the n2 elements yij = 0i10t1' lie in F.

Proof. If K/F is Kummer, let K= IJl-i Kt over F, E, = E(^) as in (2.1).
Any automorphism T of K/F has the form T= H' = i S**, where St is any

automorphism of K/Li which induces the generating automorphism Si of

Kt/F, O^Ti^p'J-l. Since

II (feV = TI (if = II (Ulf* = ( ri i;)*«-i <=i i=i \ i=i     /

where a= II'-i fi'^'EE one sees that the w elements {H\l& ■ ■ • £>} form

the desired basis, 0^A;<£'/', i = l, 2, - - - , t.
The converse may be deduced from the fact that 7,7 is a primitive k root

of unity in F if the automorphism Rj has order k, and if x= 2J,t-i afii *s an

arbitrary element in K, then xrpri = xrirp, for any p, q.

Lemma 2.1 enables us to prove the following useful characterization of

normal basis elements in Kummer fields.

Lemma 2.2. Let K/F be a Kummer extension with a basis 0X, 02, ■ ■ ■ , 0n as

in Lemma 2.1. Then, u= XX1 otjdiis a normal basis element if and only if each

oti^O, * = 1, 2, • • • , w.

(9) Cf. definitions [2, p. 59] and [2, Theorem 25].

(10) E.g. [l, Theorem 10].
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Proof. The n conjugates uBi= E"-i afYifii form a basis of K/F if and

only if the coefficient matrix A = (a,7,j) is nonsingular. Then, det A

= ( Y[i=i <*») "det (7^)5^0. The existence of a normal basis of K/F ior some

choice of «i, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an implies that det (7,7) ^0. Thus, u is a normal basis

element if and only if Y\j-i cti^O. This completes the proof.

2. Intermediate fields of prime degree. Let A be any intermediate field

of the Kummer extension K/F. Since K/F is Abelian one can find a sequence

of intermediate fields

F = Ao C Ai C • • • C Ax_i CA = AxC---CAm=K

such that A,/A,_i has prime degree, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m. Since each extension

K/At, i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , m, is also a Kummer extension, in order to prove that

K/F is completely basic, it suffices to prove that every normal basis element

of K/F generates a normal basis of K/Y, where T is any intermediate field of

prime degree over F. The lemma below is a start in this direction.

Lemma2. 3. Let K/ Fbea Kummer extension, and let K = KiXK2X • ■ • XKt

over F as in the paragraph preceding Lemma 2.1. Then, every normal basis ele-

ment of K/F generates a normal basis of K/A, where A is any subfield of some

Ki/F of prime degree over F.

Proof. Let Ki^A, say, so that A/F has degree p =pi, Ki/F has degree p".

Let 61, 92, • ■ ■ ,9m be the basis, and Ri, R2, ■ ■ ■ , Rm be the automorphisms,

of K*/F given by Lemma 2.1, where K* = K2X ■ ■ ■ XKt over F. Let 5 be

an automorphism of K/K* which induces the generating automorphism 5

of Ki/F, where Ki = F(£), £s = f£, £"'EF, as before, and f is a primitive pe root

of unity in F. Then the set

(2.2) &i (i = 0, 1, ••• ,p'-l,j= 1,2, ••.,m)

is a basis of K/F. Moreover, since the automorphism group of K/F consists of

S<Ri (i= 0,1, •■• ,p>- l,j= 1,2, ■•• ,m),

where Rj is the automorphism of K/Ki which induces the automorphism

Rj of K*,j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, one notes that the basis (2.2) satisfies the hypoth-

esis of Lemma 2.2.

Now let m= E.-.y*.^- ocuEF, i = 0, 1, • • • , p"-l,j=l, 2, • • • , m, be
any element in K, and write i in the form

i = \s + -k (0 g, X < p, s = p'-\ 0 g tt < s).

Then, «= 2ZI-0 E7-i &»£%; where

p-i
(2.3) dn= EaxH-.y?* (* = 0,1, ■■-,s-l,j= 1,2, ••• ,m).

x=o

Since £" is left fixed by Sp, and since the set {£x'} is linearly independent over
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E, one observes that set {£x*}, X = 0, 1, • • • , p — 1, is a basis of A/F, and the

elements (2.3) lie in A. If u is a normal basis element of K/F, the coefficients

at/, i = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ , p'—l, j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, are all nonzero so that the

coefficients §,-,- of (2.3) are nonzero also. Inasmuch as the basis of K/A con-

sisting of the elements {£'0j}, and the automorphisms {SipRj}, i = 0, 1, • • • ,

s — l,j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2, one readily ob-

serves that u generates a normal basis of K/A also.

3. Direct factorizations of certain subgroups of Abelian groups. The prob-

lem of showing that each Kummer extension K/F is completely basic has

been reduced to that of showing every intermediate field A of prime degree

over E is obtainable as in Lemma 2.3. This latter problem may be generalized:

If A is any intermediate field of an Abelian extension K/F, does there exist

a factorization of K

(2.4) K = Kx X K2 X • • • X K, overE,

where each E.-/E is cyclic of degree p'1', p,- prime, i = l, 2, • ■ • , t, such that

(2.5) A = (A r\ Ki) X (A f~\ Ki) X • • • X (A C\ Ki) over E?

(Of course, when the primes p,- are distinct, K and A have unique factoriza-

tions satisfying (2.4) and (2.5)).

One obtains, via the Galois theory, a similar consideration in the setting

of groups, namely: If g is any subgroup of an Abelian group G of finite or-

der, does there exist a factorization of G into the direct product

(2.6) G = (gi) ® (gi) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (gi)

where gi has order p'j, pi prime, * = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , /, such that for suitable integers

Xi, i=l, 2, ■ • ■ , s, s^t,

(2.7) 9= (gV) ®(g2')® ■■■ ®(gX.')r

((g) denotes the cyclic group generated by gEG.)

Unfortunately, one's aesthetic inclinations toward an affirmative answer

to this latter problem, and hence to the former, is disallowed in general(n).

Nevertheless, certain subgroups 9 do have the desired factorization property,

and these have been called regular subgroups by Kaplansky(12) in the more

general setting of modules (see Kaplansky's Infinite Abelian groups, Ann

(u) Professor Kaplansky has pointed out to me that if C7=Z2®Z8, where Z% = {a) is cyclic

of order 2, and Z% = (b) is cyclic of order 8, then the cyclic subgroup generated by ab2 is not

regular, in the sense below.

(12) If M is a module over a discrete valuation ring R possessing the unique prime p, a

submodule 5 is regular provided p"S(~\pn^kM = p"{SC\pkM), for every n, k. When the elements

of M have bounded orders, Ex. 78 (loc. cit.) asserts that a submodule S is regular if and only

if M has a basis j Xi} such that for suitable CiER, [ c,Xi j is a basis of 5.
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Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1951, Exercises 78 and 79.) In fact, if

G is ^-primary, Exercise 79 (loc. cit.) implies that every subgroup of G is

regular if and only if, for suitable a, G is the direct product of cyclic sub-

groups of orders pa and pa+1.

Definition. Let G he an Abelian group of finite order. Then a subgroup

g of G is regular provided G and g have the factorizations of (2.6) and (2.7)

respectively.

In this section we develop sufficient conditions for a subgroup g to be

regular which will be suitable for our purposes.

Lemma 2.4. Let G be a p-primary Abelian group of finite order n. If g is

any subgroup of G containing Gp, then there exist factorizations (2.6) and (2.7)

of G and g with pi = p, such that (gi)^(gii) = (.g1), i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , s.

Proof. Let n=p". The proof is by induction on a. The cases a = 0 and 1

being trivial, we assume the theorem for all ^-primary groups of orders less

than p', e>l. Now suppose G has order p', and g is any subgroup containing

Gp. Since g^GI'^gp, we may apply the induction hypothesis to g and the

subgroup Gp in order to obtain the existence of direct factorizations

g = (Ai) ® (k2) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (k.),

H = Gp = (hi) ® (h2) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (hi) (r£s),

where (&,) ̂ (A,) Sr(£f), i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, and hi has order £e*'-1=^l, i

= 1,2, • • • ,r. Since the group (ki) modulo (k%) has prime order p, it follows

that (ki) = (hi), or (k\) = (hi), 4 = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r. Let S= (&,•), for some i>r.

Then, since S'Cfl, §p must be the identity subgroup, i.e., ki has order p for

any i>r.

We now define 5 elements giEG as follows:

(2.8) If (ki) = (hi), gi is any solution of the equation xp — hi = 0.

(2.9) If (ki)^(hi), or if i>r, gi is any generator of the group (ki).

When gi is defined by (2.8), gi has order pe>. When gi is defined by (2.9)

and igr, gi has order pei. Otherwise, gi has order p when i>r. We define

e, = l, when i>r, and summarize: gi has order pei, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s.

Let G* = (gi)(g2) ■ ■ ■ (gs), and assume for g?E(gi), i = l, 2, ■ - ■ , s, that

(2.10) gTg? ... gl' =1 (Og Xi< p'i),

where 1 denotes the identity element. Then,

P"l       Px2 Pxr       Pxr+l Px. ,x\,x2 , xr .

gl      'gi       *  •   •  gr      'gr+i       •  ■   •  g.        =   hi   !t2     •  -   -   hT     =   1.

This, and the fact that the product (hi)(h2) ■ ■ • (hT) is direct, implies h^=l,

i = 1, 2, • • • , r. Since hi has order p"-1, x< is divisible by £e*'_1 for igr. Since
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e,—12:1, for any i ikr, p divides x{. Let xip~1=yi, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, so that

0^yi<peJ-K Then, (2.10) implies

VV\ PV,   zr+l x, Vi yr   xr+1 z,

gl       ■   ■   ■   gr     gr+l    ■   ■   ■   gs     =   hx    ■   ■   ■   hr gr+1    ■  •  •  g,    =   1.

Since the product (Ai) • • • (hr)(gr+i) • ■ ■ (gs) is direct, h\i=l, i = l, 2, • • • , r,

and gj> = l, j = r + l, ■ ■ ■ , s. Thus, y< = 0, * = 1, 2, • • • , r, and x;- = 0, j

= r + l, • • • , 5. Hence, x, = 0, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , s; and G* is the direct product of

the subgroups (gi), i = l, ■ ■ ■ , s.

If G = G*, the lemma is proved already. Otherwise, let g be any element in

G not in G*. Then, h = gv and hrx are elements in Gp, so that h~x = h\x ■ • • hxrT,

for suitable integers x,-. Since hi = gv, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, it follows that h~x = kp

for some kEG*. The element q = kg has order p, since gp = l, and since the

assertion q = kg = l implies g = k~lEG*, contrary to the choice of g. It easily

follows that the product G*(q) is direct. If G^G*® (q), an obvious induction

completes the proof(I3).

Lemma 2.5. Let G be a p-primary Abelian group of finite order. Then, given

a factorization of Gp",

(2.11) Gp" = (hx) ® (hi) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (hi),

there exists a factorization of G

(2.12) G = (gi) ® (gi) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (gi),

such that hi = gt", i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s.

Proof. The proof is by induction on a. Let (2.11), with a=l, denote the

factorization of Gp, and let g,- be an arbitrary solution in G of the equation

xp — hi = 0, i = l, 2, • • • , 5. By the proof of the previous lemma, the product

G* = (gi)(g2) ■ ■ ■ (gi) is direct, G* = (gi) ® (gi) ® ■ ■ ■ ®(g,). If G = G*, the

proof is complete. Otherwise, one may continue as in the proof of Lemma 2.4

to obtain elements gs+i, ■ ■ • , gt, each having order p, and such that G

is the direct product of the (gi), i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , t. Then G has the desired

factorization in case a = l.

Now assume the theorem for all Gp with /3 <a, and suppose Gp" has the

factorization (2.11). Then, since Gp"= (Gp"~1)p, there exists a factorization

G^1 = (ki) ® (ki) ® ■■■ ® (kr) (r ^ s)

such that k\ = hi, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s. By the induction hypothesis, G ha^s a fac-

torization (2.12) such that gf =kit i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r. Then, gv =A,-, i

= 1, 2, • • • , 5, and the proof is complete.

Theorem 2.1. Let G be a p-primary Abelian group of finite order, and sup-

pose 9 is any subgroup satisfying

(13) The proof of this lemma is a modification of the proof of the Fundamental Theorem of

Abelian Groups given in Speiser's, Die Theorie der Gruppen, New York, 1945, p. 47.
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G»" 2 g 2 G"a+\

for suitable a. Then, g is regular.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, there exist factorizations

G"a = (hi) ® (h2) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (hi),

g = (ki) ® (k2) ® ■ ■ ■ ® (kT) (r ^ s),

such that (hi)^(ki), i.e., ki = h\i, for suitable integers xit i = l, 2, ■ ■ - , r. By

Lemma 2.5, G has a factorization (2.12) such that gp =ht, i= 1, 2, • • • , 5.

Since, ki = g2?v , i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,r, the proof is complete.

4. Kummer extensions are completely basic. The lemma below is an ap-

plication of Theorem 2.1.

Lemma 2.6. Let K/F be Abelian of degree pe, p a prime. Let ® denote the

Galois group of K/F, let A\ be the intermediate field of K/F corresponding to

®" , X = 0, 1, • • • , e. Let T be an intermediate field satisfying AacrcAa+i,

for a suitable a. Then, there exists a factorization K = KiXK2X ■ ■ • XKt over

F, Ki/F cyclic, t = l, 2, • • • , t, such that T =TiXT2X • ■ • XT, over F, where

Ti = Tr\Ki,i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,t.

Proof. Let g denote the Galois group of K/T. Since ®p<"Z>g2®pa+\ there

exists a factorization ® = l7x®G2® • • • ®Gt, Gi cyclic, * = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , t, such

that g = gi(g)g2® • • • Ogi, Si = Sr\Gi, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , t. Let Hi denote the

group IXv» Gi, 3Ci = U.gii and let Kt and Ti be the corresponding subfields

respectively, i — l, 2, • • ■ , t. Then, K = KiXK2X • • ■ XKt over F, and

r=riXr2X • ■ • XT* over F are the desired factorizations.

We now prove our main result on completely basic extensions.

Theorem 2.2. Every Kummer extension is completely basic.

Proof. It suffices to prove that every subfield A of the Kummer extension

K/F having prime degree p over Fis obtainable as in Lemma 2.3. To do this,

we only need assume K/F has degree pe. Let g denote the Galois group of

K/A. Since g has index p in the Galois group ® of K/F, g2®p. The proof

now follows from Lemma 2.6 in the case a = 0.

That not every completely basic extension is a Kummer extension is

emphasized by the

Corollary. Let K/F be Abelian, and let n be the least common multiple of

the orders of the automorphisms of K/F. Let I be a primitive n root of unity in

some field containing K. Then, K/F is completely basic in case KC\F(^) = F.

Proof. Let A be any intermediate field of K/F. Since KC\A(^)=A, i.e.,

K(%) =KXA(%) over A, every normal basis element of K/A is a normal basis

element of l£(f)/A(f) by Theorem 1.4. Then, since l£(f)/F(f) is completely
basic, K/F is completely basic.
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Let 91/8 be an arbitrary normal extension, and suppose for every fac-

torization 9J = 9ciX9i2X • • • X9fi over g. each 9c</8 is completely basic,

i=l, 2, • • • , /. The answer to the following question is unknown in general:

Is 9J/8 completely basic? However, one has the converse

Theorem 2.3. If 9c/g is completely basic, and if 9c = 9ciX9c2X ■ • • X9c,

over F, then 9c< is completely basic over 8, i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , t.

Proof. Theorem 1.3 shows that every normal basis element vt of 9cV8

is the trace in 9t/9c,- of a normal basis element «,- of 9J/8, * = 1, 2, • • • , /. Let

Aj be any intermediate field of 9?,-, * = 1, 2, • • • , /. Then, w,- is a normal basis

element of 9c/A,-, so that vt is a normal basis element of 9?,-/A,-, i = l, 2, ••-,/.

III.   A DETERMINATION OF COMPLETELY BASIC FIELDS

In the preceding chapters, various kinds of normal extensions were dem-

onstrated to be members of the class S of completely basic extensions. The

first purpose of this chapter is to establish that not every normal extension is

a member of (5. This is accomplished in Lemma 3.4 with the aid of certain

cyclotomic extensions (although some cyclotomic extensions are members of

S). The broader aim of this chapter is the determination of those cyclic ex-

tensions ,3e/S °f prime power degree p" which are members of S. This deter-

mination is achieved in the case where 8 contains a primitive p root of unity.

When 8 does not contain a primitive p root of unity, the situation is compli-

cated by a less satisfactory structure theory for ,3e/3 [L PP- 209-216]. We

were unable to achieve a classification of those extensions ,3«/8 which are

members of S in this latter case.

1. Background material. In this section definitions, notational hypoth-

eses, and certain known results are cited which will be used throughout.

Usually our notation conforms with that of [l] and [9].

The symbol ,3e/8 always denotes a cyclic extension of degree p', for the

prime p; £*/$ designates the unique intermediate field of 3«/S °f degree px

over 8> O^X^e. The symbol iE(k, k+m) is reserved for the statement that

the integer i is on the range k, k + 1, ■ ■ ■ , k+m.

When 8 contains a primitive p root of unity f0 the known structure theory

for the extension 3«/5 [E PP- 206-208] asserts the existence of ££$« ar>d

PE3e-i such that £e/vj has the generation

(3.1) 3. = 8(0,       PG3-1,        2^-1/8(0) - fo,       ZS = K,

where S is a generating automorphism of ,SV$- (For any xE3x, Nsx/$(x)

= xxs • • • Xs*-, where s = px, A£(0, e)).

In case 8 contains a primitive p" root of unity p, gE(l, e), it is known [9,

p. 512] that there exist %E3e and f$E3e-ii such that 3e/8 has the normalized

generation
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(3.2)      s. = g(e,    t*ea*    N3k/%(f3) = P,    ?s = «,

where h = e—g.

Of particular use to us is a result of Pedis' [9, Theorem 4] which character-

izes the normal basis elements of 3e/%, when 3e/% has the normalized gen-

eration (3.2), in terms of linear sets. Let [LVy(5)] denote the linear space

over % spanned by the elements of the set

(3.3) Ll(8) = {8, 5*0*. ■ • • , 5S-W* • ■ • /SO*}

where SE3y, yE(e—g, e — 1), kE(0, p'—' — l), and s=py. This theorem states

that an arbitrary element u in 3*

(3.4) u = 50 + «i{ + • • • + Sr_i£-' (5, E3y,r = p—>)

generates a normal basis of 3./% if and only if, for k = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r — 1,

[Ll(8k)] = 3y

2. The hereditary property. In determining that 3J% is not completely

basic, it suffices in some cases to show that 3t/% 1S n°t completely basic for

some i<e. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 which establishes a heredi-

tary property of certain completely basic extensions. First, we make an im-

mediate inference from the Perlis criterion (3.4).

Lemma 3.1. Let 3*/% have normalized generation (3.2), and let u be the ele-

ment defined by (3.4). Then,

w = u+(8- Sr)V        (8 E3y,*e (0, r - 1))

generates a normal basis in 3./% if and only if [L%(o) ] = 3y

Lemma 3.2. If 3./% has generation (3.1), then each normal basis element v

°f 3il%, yE(0, e), is the trace in 3*/3y °f some normal basis element u of

3e/%-

Proof. The proof follows from that of the case 7 = e — 1, followed by an

obvious induction. Accordingly, let v be a normal basis element of 3e-i/%

so that [Le0-\v)] = 3e_i. If

W  =   80 + 5l£ +   •  •   ■   +  Sn-i^1 (SiE3e-i)

is any normal basis element of 3J%, then (by the lemma) u*=w+(v — 50) is

also. Moreover, pv=Tse/3e_1(u*). Hence, v = Tse/3e_1(p~1u*), where p~lu* is

clearly a normal basis element of 3*/%-

Theorem 3.1. Let % contain all of the roots of xp — 1 =0. Then, if 3*/% is

completely basic, so is 3y/%, 7G(0, e).

Proof. If % has characteristic p, the first corollary to Theorem 1.5 does it.

Otherwise, % has generation (3.1) and Lemma 3.2 applies. Accordingly, let
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v = Tse/3y(u) as in Lemma 3.2, and let A be any intermediate field of 3-v/S-

If 3*/8 is completely basic, then u generates a normal basis of 3«/A. Hence, v

generates a normal basis of 3v/A, i.e., 3t/8 iS completely basic.

3. A sufficient condition. For convenience we list a lemma which gives

a sufficient condition for 3«/8 to be completely basic. The proof follows from

Theorem 1.5 in the case n=pe, t=pe~1.

Lemma 3.3. Let C be the root field over 8 of the equation xp' —1=0, con-

structed to lie in a common field with 3e- If 3e^C=8> then 3e/8 J5 completely

basic.

4. Noncompletely basic fields. The following is the key lemma in the

proof of our main result (Theorem 3.2) concerning cyclic fields of prime

power degrees which are completely basic. Of interest in its own right, how-

ever, is the construction in certain normal extensions of arbitrarily high de-

gree of normal basis elements which are not completely basic.

Lemma 3.4. Let 8 be a field which contains a primitive p" root of unity but

which does not contain a primitive pa+1 root of unity, for the prime p, and an

integer g 2:1. Let C„ be the root field over 8 of the equation

(3.5) xp°+1-l = 0;

let p denote a primitive p"+l root of unity in C„, and define fi=pp , iE(0, g).

Then,

(I) C„/8 is cyclic of degree p.

Let 3a+2 be a superfield of CQ of degree p°+2 over %. Then,

(II) ,80+2/8 has the normalized generation

3. = 8(f).      £p0 e 32,      n3^(l3) = r„_i,

£s = /Jf,    with    P/3S ■ ■ ■ 0s"-1 = p.

(III) 32/8 has the generation

32 = %(0), P* e 3i, N9i/S(y) = fo, 0S = 7/3,

where 0<Z<p, and /3 as in (II).

Let the element

u* = 80 + U + • • • + Sr-i^1 (di E 32, r = P")

represent an arbitrary normal basis element of 3»+2/8- Then,

(IV) the element u = u+(l — 5i)£ generates a normal basis of 3o+2/8> but

(V) u is not a normal basis element of 3»+2/3i-

Proof of (I). By hypothesis 8 contains the primitive p" root of unity

f„_i. The element pEC„ is a root of the equation
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(3.6) X* -rfl_i = 0.

The field % contains the primitive p root of unity f 0 by our hypothesis that

gSsl. Then, C„ = %(p) is cyclic of degree p over % with generating automor-

phism R defined by

(3.7) P^pfo = P*

as in [1, Theorem 22, p. 188].

Proof of (II). Since £9_i is a primitive p° root of unity in %, 3a+i/% has a

normalized generation

g a

3s+i = %(Zo), £o   E3i, #3,/s(/30) = {■„_!, £o = jSofo.

If 0o=0o|3S • • • /$P~\ then A^ftfo) = ^32/s(/3o) =^-i=p". Since C, has

degree £ over g, C„ = 3i- Since pG3i. -#32/3, (flop-1) =1. By a theorem(14) of

Hilbert, there exists an element 8 in $2 such that 0oP_1 = 5(5S")_1. The element

i3 = d-15^0E32-, Nat,9(P)=Nail9(Po)=Ht-i; and jSjS* • • ■ j8«^ = 5«V0O
= pG3i- Since Nan+iMP) = fJ_i = fo, j=p»-1, there exists ?G3ff+2 such that
30+2/S has the desired generation by [l, p. 208, Theorem 12].

Proof of (III). Since £s=/3£, it follows that a = £pE3o+i satisfies the equa-

tion as=fipa. Consequently,

a? = asp = (ps3-1. . . pya = ppa = tg_ia (T = SP).

Thus 0pE3i as can be verified as follows:

(0»)r = (aJy/aT = (f e_1a)V(r„-ia) = (t g-ias) / (r g-id) = as/a = 0".

If 0 were in &, then /Y32/3W =^3vss(^) = (%«(ffl)' = f,-i, and lVSl/B(|8)
would be in ^, contrary to our hypothesis that % does not contain a primitive

pQ+l root of unity. Thus 3i(P)D3i- On the other hand, 3i^3i(^), since

0G32- Hence 3i = 3i(P) I |8 has degree p over $1; xp—\3p is the minimal poly-

nomial of 0 over _3i- The automorphism T = SP of ,3s+2/<3i maps 0 onto one

of its conjugates over ,3i, and since F induces a generating automorpism of

32/3u fiT=fi!it for some / prime to p.

We verify that 7=0-10s is in ,3i as follows:

t       , -1 s ,r       . r.—1, 7\ s       ,    *x-i,    *ss        -is
7    =(^0)    = (0 )    (0 )    = (0fo)    (Ko)    =0   0    =7-

Thus ^2/1? has the desired generation.

Proof of (IV). Applying Lemma 3.1 to this case when g = e — 2, r=p",

7 = 2, we see that u is a normal basis element of 3g+2/% if and only if the vec-

tor space over % spanned by the s=p2 quantities of the set

Fi(l) = {1,0, 00S, • • ■ , 00S • • •  0s'-2} is equal to 32.

(") See [4, p. 171, Theorem 3] for the statement and proof of this theorem.
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Consider

p\ = pps • • ■ dsT_1 (x = fp + c, 0 = c < p, 0 g /).

Then Pi=P, PP=p, and

Pr = PPS ■ • ■ Ps    ps ps      • • • ps

Since p_1ps = fo is m 8 by (3-7), p~lps> is in 8 for any *, so that the quantity

p'r - (PP" ■ ■ ■ /^"V"1 (tt = 1, 2, • • ■ , 5 - 1)

differs from p%. by a nonzero scalar multiple in 8- Thus

[z!(l)] = (1, p, p2, ■ ■ ■ , pp_x, P.Pp,--- , Pp-iP,

■■■ , p*-1, /Sp""1, • • • , pp-xpp~x) over 8-

Let U be the vector space over 8 spanned by unity and the quantities

Pi (i = l, 2, • • • , p — 1). The vector space over 8 spanned by the p*

(* = 1, 2, • • • , p — 1) is 3ii since 3i = 8(p)- Therefore,

[l\(1)] = (U, Up, ■■■, Up"~) over 8

is the vector space spanned by the p generating quantities of U over 3i-

Since Ps=yP, tG3i ((HI) above), it follows that

pps ■ ■ ■ ps*"1 = P'yw (yr * 0 E 3i! » = 1, 2, • • • , p - 1).

Since [Ej(l)] is the vector space over 3i spanned by unity and the p — 1

quantities PTyr, it follows that

[i!(l)] = (1, P, p\ ■ ■ ■ , pP') over 3„

which is equal to 32 since 32 = 3i(/3) by (III). This completes the proof of

(IV).
Proof of (V). Since 3»+2 has the generation (II), with a = £rE3t, r=p«, it

follows that 32 = 3i(<r)- Thus, the coefficients 8,- of u, ij&l, are expressible

p—X p—1

Si = 2Z otijO-i = £ "uVr («« £ 3i, r = p").
i=0 i=0

Therefore u has the form

p-i
« = EZ <*ukir+i +1

i^l   )-0

where the coefficient of £r+1 is zero. T = SP is a generating automorphism of

3o+2/3i> and the pa+1 elements

(3.8) Px = |-^ (X = 0, 1, ••• ,p>+1- 1)
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lie in 3i- Since p is a primitive p0+1 root of unity in 3i and since 3<hV3i is

cyclic of degree p'+1, this extension is Kummer. By (3.8) the basis of 3»+2/3i

consisting of the £*, i = 0, 1, • • • , p0+1 — 1, is seen to satisfy the condition of

Lemma 2.2. Hence, u does not generate a normal basis of 3»+2/3i- This si-

multaneously completes the proofs of (V) and Lemma 3.4.

5. A determination of completely basic fields. We now give a classification

of all completely basic fields 3= which are cyclic of prime power degree p"

over a field 8 in which the polynomial xp — 1 factors linearly. If 8 does not

contain the roots of the equation xp —1=0, this equation defines a field

8' = 8(fo), where fo is a primitive p root of unity, and 8V8 has degree <p.

The composite 3/ = 3«(fo) is the direct product over 8 of 3« and 8'- There-

fore, uE3e is a normal basis element of 3«/S if and only if u is a normal basis

element in 3«'/8'- If 3//S' is completely basic, so is 3«/8- Hence, our de-

termination will provide a sufficient condition in some cases where xp— 1 does

not factor linearly in the base field 8-

Let g=g(%, p) denote the largest integer, if such exists, for which the

polynomial

xp" - 1

factors linearly in the field 8- If there is no such maximal g, we define g

= g(8> P) to be oo, which is regarded as being larger than any integer.

Theorem 3.2. Let 3« be cyclic of prime power degree p', p a prime, over a

field 8 in which the polynomial xp — l factors linearly. If g(%, p)^e — 1, then

3e/8 *5 completely basic. Otherwise, 3«/8 is completely basic if and only if

g(3e,P)=g(\3,P)-

Proof. If the invariant g defined above for the field 8 an(I the prime

p obeys gs^e — 1, then 3e/8 is completely basic by Lemma 3.3.

Now assume that e^g + 2, so that 8 has characteristic not p, and the root

field C over g of the equation xpe~1 — 1 =0 contains a primitive pe_1 root of

unity, and hence contains a primitive p0+l root of unity p. Lemma 3.4 (I)

asserts that C0 = 8(p) is then cyclic of degree p over %. Let K be the composite

over 8 °f C and 3«> and Q = Cr\3.. If 3«/8 is n°t completely basic, then

<3D8 by Lemma 3.3. Necessarily then 3e3(?23i = Cb = 8(p)D8- The field
3e contains a primitive pa+1 root of unity p and g(3e, P)=g + l>g since

xp"+1 — 1 factors linearly in CgC.ge.

Conversely, suppose g(3e, P) =ge>g- Then, 3<s contains the root field C„

over 8 of the equation (3.5), and hence contains a primitive pa+l root of unity

p. Thus, 3«+2 is a superfield of CB = 8(p) of degree pa+2 over 8- The extension

3^+2/8 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4 and therefore is not completely

basic by parts (IV) and (V) of this lemma. Since 3e is a superfield of 3s+2

cyclic of prime power degree over 8. 3«/8 is n°t completely basic by Theorem

3.1.
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If 3e/% is completely basic and cyclic of degree pe, p a prime with g(%, p)

2:1, we say that the extension has type I if g(%, p) §je — 1, and has type II,

otherwise.

We now cite two corollaries, and a theorem which illustrates the special

character of completely basic extensions of type II.

Corollary. Let 3e/% be cyclic of degree p', p a prime with e — l >g($, p)

Sjl, and let C be the root field over % of the equation xpe_1 —1 =0, constructed to

lie in a common field with 3e- Then:

(i) If 3e^C = %, 3e/% has type II;
(ii) If p is an odd prime, and if 3J% has type II, then 3^C=%.

Proof. First we prove (i). If the extension does not have type II, then

g(3o P)>g(%, P) =g> so that x"ff+1 —1 factors linearly in 3e- The fact that g

is finite implies % has characteristic not p, and hence, 3e contains a primitive

po+1 root of unity p. It follows that 3e^%(p)D% and that C^%(p)D%, com-

pleting the proof of (i).

Now suppose p is odd, and suppose Cf^3e'D%. It is known for cyclotomic

extensions of the type we are considering that C/% is cyclic. Hence Cf~\3e

contains a unique field of degree p over %. If p is a primitive pa+1 root of unity

in C, p has degree p over %. Then CC\3e^%(p)Z)% so that xp"+1 —1 factors

linearly in 3e; g(3e, p)>g(%, p), and 3e/% does not have type II.

Corollary. Let 3*/% be cyclic of degree pe, p a prime with g(%, p) =g ^ 1.

If 3e/% is completely basic, so is 3e/3y, for every y.

Proof. Letgy = g(3y,p). If
(1) g^e-1, then

gy^g^e-l^(e-y) -1

so that 3e/3y has type I. Otherwise

(2) e-l>g(3e,P)=£y=g^l. H
(i)   (e — y) — 1 >gy=g, then 3e/3y has type II. Otherwise

(ii) g=gy^(e-y)~l so that 3e/3y has type I.

Theorem 3.1 shows that if 3e/% is not completely basic, then no superfield

of 3<> which is cyclic of prime degree over % can be completely basic over %.

However,

Theorem 3.3. If 3e/% has type II, any superfield of 3. cyclic of prime power

degree over % is completely basic over %, and has type II.

Proof. Since 3e/% has type II,

e - 1 > g(3e, P) = g(%, p) = g > 0

by Theorem 3.2. Let K he any superfield of 3e cyclic of prime power degree

over %, say pe+T, and assume g(K, p)>g. Let p be a primitive ps+1 root of
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unity in K. By Lemma 3.4 (I), the subfield 8(p) of K has degree p over 8-

Thus 8(p)=3iC3«, since e^3. This contradicts the fact that g(3e, P)=g,

since xp0+1 — 1 factors linearly over 3i- Therefore,

(e + ir) - 1 ^ e - 1 > g(K, p) = g > 0,

and E/8 has type II by Theorem 3.2.
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